Details of their professional organisations and the communities they represent during the event discussion:

FLORENCE ESHALOMI
MP & member of All Party Parliamentary Group on HIV/AIDS, APPGA (UK) – Policy, pro bono participation

IAN HODGSON
European AIDS Treatment Group, EATG (UK)

DR VANESSA APEA
HIV & Sexual Health consultant (UK) – Clinic

ERIKA CASTELLANOS
GATE international (Netherlands) – Trans communities

RICARDO LEITE MD
President of UNITE & MP (Portugal) – Policy, pro bono participation

DENIS ONYANGO
Africa Advocacy Foundation (UK) – Migrants and BAME communities

LUCA STEVENSON
European Sex Workers Rights Alliance (Belgium) – Sex workers

SUSAN COLE (HOST)
NAM Aidmap (UK)

DENIS ONYANGO
Africa Advocacy Foundation (UK) – Migrants and BAME communities

MARC THOMPSON
Lovetank/Prepster (UK) – BAME and LGBTQIA+ communities, pro bono participation

MAGDALENA ANKIERSZTEJN-BARTCZAK
Foundation for Social Education (Poland) – People who use drugs

BAME = Black and minority ethnic